l,v+m+
Since J v(t) = O(t V ) as t J.. 0 and O(t-t) as t ---+ 00 the integral expression defining DI v 4> converges absolutely for each cP ELI «0, 00), y v+'h dy) and DI v 4> is an even continuous function on .
JR. In fact, the transformation D! v can be extended to a unitary transformation on the Hilbert space L 2 «O, 00), y2v+l dy) satisfying D!~ = I. If we take v =-t we obtain the Fourier cosine 
Proof
The proof is a consequence of the following integral fonnula 
OS.l:S 1 2 We may assume v> --2 1 • Then UI_.!. ~ = (UI_.!. UI v) (UI v~) and by Lemma (1.2) we can write
.I: lemma yields a generalization of this result; it will be applied in the next section.
Let v > -t and let W denote a nonnegative function such that the function
Suppose ~ E Seven satisfies the following growth estimate
Then for allll with -t :5: Il < v and all E > 0 - 
where e V,1l = rev _~) . Hence the result. 
Only for a~ 0, ~ ~ 0 with a + ~ < 1 the space S~ is trivial, cf. [4] , § IV. 8.
As a consequence of Sobolev' s lemma the supremum norm in the above definitions can be replaced by the L2UR)-norm. In [1] , Theorem 4.6, the elements q, of S~ ,a > 0, ~ > 0, have been characterized in terms of the decay properties of q, and of its Fourier transform IF q,: In this section, we derive similar characterizations for the even subspaces Sa,even' S~ven and S~even in tenns of decay estimates for an even function <I> in L 1 (lR) and its Hankel transfonn UI v <1>. First, we present an important auxiliary result.
(3.2) Lemma
Let R denote one of the spaces Seven, Sa,even , S~ven and S~,even , ex> 0, ~ > O. Then the differen-.a1 1 
We have
So for all n ~ 2 fixed, we have
The result follows since there exist C • iJ > 0 such that t A2 B n +4 (n +4)!1I + (n +3/2) A 1 B n + 3 (n + 3)!1I + t n(n +2) Ao B n + 2 (n +2)!1I ~ C iJn (n!)II. 
We arrive at the main theorem of this section. 
Proof
For v = -.!. the results are stated in (3.1). So we take v > -.!. in the sequel. m. We observe that S~even = Sa. even n S~ven.
o (3.6) Corollary
Let v ~ -t and let ex > 0, ~ > O.
Then HI v (Sa,even) = S~en , HI v(S~ven) = Sp.even' and HI v(S~even) = SKeven.
Proof. These statements are consequences of the characterizations presented in Theorem (3.5), and the fact that HI v( HI v ill) = q, for all q, E Seven. 0
Remark Partly the results stated in the above corollary are known In [3] it is proved that HI v(S~.even) = S~.even , t $ ex $ 1, using properties of the Laguerre polynomials. In [8] , the result HI v(S~even) = SKeven is stated in case 0 < ex, ~ < 1. However, a number of proofs in [8] is incorrect. We refer to [9] for correct versions.
-10-As we have seen (~ dx d / <I> = DI_l. +1 (DI_l. <1», <I> E Seven. Therefore we define the fractional dif- esta s es a one-parame er group on x dx ve .. Seven, Sa,even , S~ven and S~even . Cf. [6] , Ch. 5 for related results.
